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ABSTRACT
Historically the dominant decision technology to make
dispatch decisions was “rules” which involves the
following basic computational mechanisms: merge, select,
sort, and if/then/else in a decision tree. Although rules do
a reasonable job they fundamentally lack a robust ability
to: (a) look across time, (b) look across tools at a tool set,
(c) create an anticipated sequence of events at a tool set
over some time horizon, (d) establish a formal metric and
(f) search alternatives. However, standard wisdom was
the rapid pace of change and short time interval between
dispatch decisions precluded the use of optimization to
build dispatch applications. Although this barrier was
legitimate in the 1980s and most of the 1990s based on
limitations in hardware and software (algorithms); the real
barrier today is cultural; not technical. From 2004-2007,
IBM and ILOG jointly worked to deploy the ILOG
optimization product FPO to key tools sets in IBM’s
300mm fab resulting in substantial improvements in
performance and significantly reduced overhead to adapt to
changing circumstances. This paper will cover the
fundamentals of the paradigm shift.

Tactical -committed orders, supplies near term,
synchronized output, business rules, plan/
schedule tactics

Operational – daily adjustments: need date, selection of
focus, short term projected outs, target moves

Dispatch
Scheduling

Dispatch – What next when tool is free based
on local information – opportunistic scavenging

Figure 1: Sullivan decision tiers
Historically, dating back to the work in the early
1980s by IBM’s Gary Sullivan (Sullivan et al. 1992), the
dominant decision technology found in applications to
make dispatch decisions was “rules” which involve the
follow basic computational mechanisms: merge, select,
sort, and if/then/else in a decision tree. Although these
“rules structures” (which we will call heuristic dispatch)
can and do capture some reasonably complex logic and
provide reasonable decisions in many cases, they
fundamentally lack a robust ability to: (a) look across time,
(b) look across tools at a tool set, (c) create an anticipated
sequence of events at a tool set over some time horizon, (d)
establish a formal metric for the quality of the decision,
and (f) search across alternatives.
However, standard
wisdom was the rapid pace of change and short time
interval between dispatch decisions precluded the use of
more sophisticated decision technology (such as
optimization -- which had successfully displaced rules in
other situations) to build “dispatch” applications.
Therefore the core approach changed little, if any, over
twenty years; in spite of advances in algorithms and
computer performance.
In 2003-2004 time frame IBM recognized that
“rules” and their opportunistic scavenging approach (Fox

1 INTRODUCTION
The demand supply network for the production of
semiconductor based packaged goods consists of a
hierarchical sequence of decisions (Sullivan 1992; Figure
1) focused on assigning assets to meet demand ranging
from a high level decision to allocate WIP and capacity to
meet exit demand to the low level decision of assigning a
specific manufacturing lot to a specific tool to receive a
specific value add process in wafer fabrication. This last
decision is called a dispatch or assignment decision and
thousands of these decisions are made each day.
The assignment decision process must coordinate
the actions and decisions of several logically isolated
participants in a serially dependent system of activities.
Therefore it balances the requirements of several goals
(cycle time, output, serviceability, and inventory
management) which compete for the same resource,
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dynamically generated hints for dispatch
from models that as needed, but feed realtime to dispatch
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and Kempf 1985, Lin 1992, Sullivan 1987) was resulting
in lost thruput, increased cycle time, a loss of flexibility,
and the allocation of manufacturing energy on the wrong
lots in its fully automated 300mm wafer fabrication facility
located in East Fishkill, NY. Additionally, IBM believed
that twenty years after it had developed and deployed one
of the first real time rule based systems to control dispatch
decisions, computational advances in algorithms and
hardware made optimization possible. At the same time
ILOG had arrived at a similar conclusion and was
developing its FPO rapid scheduling application for key
tool sets in FABS relying on recent advances in Integer and
Constraint Programming..
From 2004-2007, IBM and ILOG jointly worked
to deploy the ILOG optimization product FPO to key tools
sets in IBM’s fully automated 300mm wafer fabrication
facility. FPO now controls the dispatch decision at each
major tool set (over ½ of the tools) in the 300mm fab. It
has resulted in substantial improvements in performance;
significantly reduced overhead to adapt to changing
circumstances; and made the complex easy to understand
and control. The Fab moved from “heuristic dispatch” to
“schedule dispatch”.
This paper will provide an overview of the
dispatch environment; the key differences between “rules”
and “optimization”, the development and deployment of
optimization to control the assignment of lots to tools,
specific examples from key tool sets, the key advances for
the business and the tool set managers, and the basics of
the core advances in the mathematical optimization over
the past 20 years that enables optimization to be a practical
alternative in such a dynamic and rapid fire environment.

MFG Transaction Systems (dynamic)
- lot movement
- tool status
- other

Build time (static – not dormant)
- transaction data base layout
- knowledge bases (fact bases, translators, routings,
tool-lot affinity rules
- models / - end user routines

Gateway – Decision & View Enabler- - receive floor transaction
- appropriate disposition of floor transaction
- invoke knowledge bases & models
- build new transaction record(s)

Transaction Data Bases – Blackboards
- state of floor arrays
- levels, counts, delta schedule
- tool lot affinity

User Views
- passive
- information
- line views
- query

Display access via Web

Alerts

DDM/SIS

- proactive
- issue alerts
- monitor/review

- intervention / assignment logic
- dispatch list / “direct robot”
- dispatch scheduling logic

email / page /
sametime

Floor System / operator

Figure 2: Core flow for rule based dispatch

Dispatch Request Sequence

MES
Material
Manager

MMDB

2 FUNDAMENTALS OF THE WAFER
FABRICATION, ASSIGNMENT DECISION AND
THE ARCHITECTURE OF RULE BASED
DISPATCH SYSTEMS

Dispatcher

1. What is the next lot for tool XXXX

2. Execute dispatching
logic for tool XXXX using
real-time data in repository
3. Lot YY is the next lot for tool XXXX

Dispatch
Server

Changes to monitored tables
continuously sent to Dispatcher

Dispatcher
Data
Repository

Figure 3: Typical dispatch request sequence
The problem has fundamentally remained true to
John Fowler’s 1992 (NSF Workshop October 1992 New
Hampshire) description:
“Dynamic Production Planning and Scheduling
is needed in semiconductor manufacturing
because of the complexity of the manufacturing
processes including factors such as unreliable
equipment, batching, reentrant flows, rework,
yield loss, hot lots, combination of production,
engineering and R&D lots, and varying product
mix and start rates. In addition to these factors,
future wafer fabs will probably be more
automated than current factories. This will
require computers to control the flow of
material through a fab instead of humans. While
all of the factors mentioned above make the
real-time control of a factory necessary, they
also make it very complicated to determine what
the best decisions are. There are, however, a few
things that we have going for us.

The work by Sullivan, Kempf, Fowler, Graves, Wein,
Glassey, Bitran and many others in the 1980s and early
1990s in planning, scheduling, and dispatching wafer
fabricators has been extensively written about the basics of
wafer fabrication flow (reentrant); the core considerations
in assigning a lot to a tool; and the basic architecture of a
rule based dispatch system is now well known. Specific
the applications for rule based dispatch there are (and have
been for a while) a number of commercial applications as
well as “home grown” applications that are part of day to
day life. This paper will assume the reader is familiar with
the basics and focus on reviewing some key aspects of the
assignment decision and its solution.
The core architecture of a dispatch system and the
method of obtaining and organizing knowledge has
remained remarkably similar to the original work done by
Sullivan. Figure 2 (Sullivan 1991) and Figure 3 provide a
basic overview.
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1.
2.

3.

2.1

Except for rework, most of the flow in a fab
is deterministic (instead of probabilistic as
in a job shop).
The processing time per wafer or per lot or
per batch is very nearly deterministic, so
that once processing begins; we can get a
very good prediction of when the
processing will end.
The shop floor control systems in place in
current wafer fabs provide much of the
information we need in order to make good
decisions

2.

Fundamentals of the Assignment Decision

Historically, the easiest way to conceive of dispatch is
when a tool becomes free (moves from a busy state to a
non busy state or comes back on line) lots compete to be
the “next on the tool”. In practice, other triggers, such as
the change in status of a lot or elapsed time, can trigger the
logic to review and assign lot(s) to a tool. Figure 4
illustrates the basics of lots waiting for a tool at a tool set.
The virtual queue is
dynamic with lots entering
and exiting based on ingate, dispatch, hold, hold
release, inhibits, etc.
• Dispatch can return no
lots, and wait for next
request
• Dispatcher sorts the
current queue based on
business rules
ABC

ABC

BC

AB

AB

AB

AC

BC

ABC

AB

BC

BC

- Lot eligible to run on tool A,B or C, green recipe

4.
5.

Tool Group

Virtual Queue
ABC

3.

6.
Tool A

7.

B

2.2

Tool B

1.6. status of lot – on hold, not on hold, send ahead
required
1.7. oper-tool relationships
1.8. manufacturing engineering requirements
1.8.1. counts (avoid too many wafers on certain
tools)
1.8.2. time
limits
(tool
requires
requalification)
1.8.3. send ahead required
1.8.4. result of metrology
global importance of the lot to the supply chain or
business
2.1. priority, customer, development vs production,
lots
2.2. one might have all lots the same, that is still
global importance
pacing lot movement
3.1. fluctuation smoothing, range management, delta
schedule, critical ratio
local tool characteristics and performance
batching, trains
5.1. time sensitivity for yield and rework
5.2. local zone of control
5.3. manufacturing engineering, tool-oper affinity
upstream and down stream requirements
6.1. WIP aversion
6.2. extended zones of control
more complex global controls beside pacing
Guidance and Judgment

The core dispatch decision making activities can be
divided into two primary components: guidance and
judgment.
Guidance or advocate logic is the set of
computational activities (which may be a program or
manual) to create information posted some location (often
a table structure) that the assignment logic accesses or to
trigger an assignment module to execute. The most
common example is the calculation of some type of “delta
schedule” value for each. Another example is the updating
of a fact base that may contain operation – tool preference.
A third example is the establishment of the tool
deployment tables (operation – tool affinity) which is done
separate from the assignment logic and posts this
information to data set where the assignment logic can
access this information.
Judgment or assignment is the set of
computational activities that when completed, result in a
change of state or action on the manufacturing floor. The
judgment algorithm must balance competing requirements
such as meeting on time delivery, but improving
throughput with batches and trains.
Conceptually, the guidance logic and the
assignment logic can run asynchronous – that is the
guidance logic runs when it “wants” and without concern

Tool C

Figure 4: Basics of lots waiting to be dispatched
Fundamentally this decision process must first
determine which lots are eligible to run on which tools and
then narrow the selection process based on business
guidelines (Due dates, Business Rules, dedication
strategies, phase in tools); Process requirements
(production paths, reticle available, tool specific inhibit);
and Intrinsic properties of tools which significantly impact
throughput (for example batch size and trains); and
occasionally synchronization of events across the Fab. We
can break the key elements down as follows:
1. tool – lot affinity
1.1. what lots can run on this tool, what tools can
handle this lot
1.2. what are preferred tools, what are preferred lots
1.3. establishes initial feasible state space with
preference value based on tool-lot affinity
1.4. includes
1.5. what manufacturing activity (oper) next for a lot
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for when the assignment logic runs and the reverse is true
for the assignment logic.
Sometimes during an
implementation, we choose to run the two together; but
conceptually the two could be split. Guidance logic can
further be classified by the frequency with which it runs or
its function.

making approaches in a wide range of applications from
computer chess to supply chain planning to the placement
of radioactive seeds to treat prostrate cancer (*** give
references). Despite the clear advances in other areas,
Fabs have clung to their “only simple can work” approach
and the corresponding culture of reaction and “heroic
action”.

2.3 Historical Limitations of Judgment
3 AN EXAMPLE OF THE LIMITATION OF RULES
Dating back to the 1980s the computation methods used
within judgment could be described as “decision tree one
pass logic”:
• join or link
• sort and select
• scoring
• if then else
• one pass logic no looping (except accumulation),
algorithm
Although this method produced adequate
decisions, the decisions were far from optimal and often
rigid – that is requirement changes in the programming as
business conditions changed. It stood in start contrast to
the successful deployment of far more intelligent decision

The following example clearly illustrates the limitations of
rules for “dispatch heuristics” and the value in optimization
methods to deploy dispatch scheduling. These limitations
include: the inability to (a) look across time, (b) look
across tools at a tool set, (c) create an anticipated sequence
of events at a tool set over some time horizon, (d) establish
a formal metric and (f) search alternatives.
In top half of Figure 5 we have typical dispatch
situation. There are three lots waiting to be processed.
Two of the lots (94 and 92) are behind schedule. One of
the lots is ahead of schedule (88). There are three tools in
the tool group and their status is given in Figure 5. When
tool#1 becomes available what lot is it assigned?

WIP in Queue in priority order:
delta schedule

Process Rq’d

Lot#94

(behind)

Proc=B

Lot#92

(behind)

Proc=A

Lot#88

(ahead)

Proc=C

Tool #1

Status: Available for work
Current Setup on B, but can Run: A,B,C

Tool #2

Status: Running
Est Completion: 5 min
Current Setup on B, and can only Run B

Tool #3

Status: Running
Est Completion: 45 min
Current Setup on A, but can Run: A,C

Simplifying Assumptions
- All processes are 60 minutes long
- All setups take 15 minutes

Tool #1 has just become available -> What should it run next?
Typically, heuristic dispatch will consider only the tool that is available. It will not look at the potential
impact of actions in the future or across the tool set
At time 0: Tool#1 free, chooses lot #94 to tool #1 because the lot is behind schedule and the
setup matches (sound thinking)

Figure 5: Example dispatch situation
In bottom half of Figure 5 we have typical
“intelligent” assignment decision by a rules engine. The
dispatch engine chooses lot #94 to tool #1 because the lot
is behind schedule and the setup matches. This meets two
key criteria: working on lots that behind and improving
throughput by avoiding setups --- very sound thinking -however?
As we play events forward in time, we quickly
(Figure 6) find previously “undetected collateral damage”
from our decision -- at 5 minutes: tool # 2 idle -> no wip
available since tool #2 can only run process B and there
are no lots in queue that require process

Let’s return to the original decision and see how
optimization can avoid the undetected collateral damage.
In Figure 7 we see three possible solutions that are
projected forward through the complete of all lots
currently waiting to be serviced by this tool group.
Observe for each potential solution a tentative detailed
schedule (in our example, we round to 10 minute intervals
simply to avoid overburdening the reader with detail, but
FPO keeps details to the minute or less if needed). Since
we are projected forward in time across lots and across
tools we can directly measure the impact of the decision
in terms of such items as completion time for lots (Figure
7) and tool utilization or idle time (Figure 8). For both
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measurements, options 2 and 3 substantially out perform
option 1.
WIP in Queue in priority order:
delta schedule

Process Rq’d

Lot#94

(behind)

Proc=B

Lot#92

(behind)

Proc=A

Lot#88

(ahead)

Proc=C

Tool #1

Status: Available for work
Current Setup on B, but can Run: A,B,C

Tool #2

Status: Running
IDLE at 5 min mark
Est Completion: 5 min
Current Setup on B, and can only Run B

Tool #3

Status: Running
Est Completion: 45 min
Current Setup on A, but can Run: A,C

Simplifying Assumptions
- All processes are 60 minutes long
- All setups take 15 minutes

Tool #1 has just become available -> What should it run next?
Typically, heuristic dispatch will consider only the tool that is available. It will not look at the potential
impact of actions in the future or across the tool set
At time 0: Tool#1 free, chooses lot #94 to tool #1 because the lot is behind schedule and the
setup matches
Undetected collateral impact of this decision
At 5 minutes: tool # 2 idle -> no wip available since tool #2 can only run process B and there
are no lots in queue that require process B
At aggregate level shows idle with WIP (albeit wrong WIP)

Figure 6: Collateral damage and limits of dispatch

scaled to 10
min intervals,
start/stop are
approximate

Three Options
Option 1
tool
Tool 1
Tool 2
Tool 3

0

tool
Tool 1
Tool 2
Tool 3

0

tool
Tool 1
Tool 2
Tool 3

0

10

20
30
40
lot 94 (behind)

50

60

70

busy

80

90

100
110
120
lot 88 (ahead)

idle
lot 92 (behind)

busy

130

135

140
idle

idle

Option 2
10
busy

20

30
40
50
lot 88 (ahead)
lot 94 (behind)
busy

60

70

80

90

100

110

120
idle
idle

lot 92 (behind)

130

135

140

idle

Option 3
10
busy

20

30
40
50
lot 92 (behind)
lot 94 (behind)
busy

60

70

80

90

100

lot 88 (ahead)

Figure 7: Three sequence schedule options
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Completion Time for Lots
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

120

100

elapsed time

80

60

40

20

option 2 generates the
lowest average cycle
time for all lots at tool
set

option 3 generates the
lowest average cycle
time for "behind" lots at
tool set

0

ave all lots

ave behind lots
results each option per lot

Figure 8: Comparison of three options for lot complete time
For each option when a tool become idle
Tool 1

Tool 2

Tool 3

120

100

elapsed time

80

60

40

Slightly less disparity in
"idle" time distrubtion in
option 2 over option 3

20

0

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

each tool for each option

Figure 9: Comparison of three options for tool utilization
decisions – two key ones are deployment decisions (the
processes a tool is qualified and/or allowed to handle) and
the movement, location, and cleaning of masks or reticles.
Additionally
optimization
enables
the
organization to move beyond ranking and transition from
specifying what from how. Let’s look at two examples.
A typical goal for a fab is to eliminate
unnecessary transport of lots. The goal is “minimize” lot
movement and this part of a goal of minimizing cycle time.
The optimization engine with create solutions with this
goal in mind.
A rule engine requires the rule writer to specify
“how to limit” travel. A typical rule would be: <If lot is of
type A, B, or C do not let it travel to another sector to be
processed by a tool until it has waited at least 30 minutes in
its current sector>. What the rule really wants is to keep a
lot from traveling to another sector from its current sector
if there is a tool in this sector that can handle the lot

The application of optimization methods
improved the assignment decision by generating optional
decisions across time and tools, evaluating these decisions
with a firm metric, searching for other options, and having
a selection or stopping criteria. Observe: Option 2: lower
average cycle time for lots and less variation in exit time
for lots and tool use. Option 3: lot#92 (which is behind)
completes sooner good utilization of tools. Both options
are superior to option 1. The best option depends on
(a)details (how far behind and ahead, lot priority, demand
class, (b)near term WIP conditions, and (c)business
priorities. However the value of optimization goes well
beyond a better assignment decision, but provides a
visibility impossible to obtain with simple point of sale
rules. It enables everyone to clearly see an anticipated
projected schedule for lots and tools and anticipated tool
utilization and WIP levels. This is critical, since the
assignment decision is strongly influenced by many other
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1990s, it was generally acknowledged, even by experts in
mixed-integer programming, that while these techniques
were a powerful tool in the solution of schedule models,
they were simply not fast and robust enough to offer the
turn-around times that were necessary in real-time, or even
near real-time applications (Durbin and Hoffman 2001).
However, as demonstrated in Bixby (2001), Bixby (2003),
and Bixby and Rothberg (2003), that situation has changed
dramatically in the last several years. In 2001 ILOG began
to seriously investigate the use of MIP and CP to address
detailed production scheduling for a large semiconductor
fab.

reasonably soon. There is no way to specify this general
policy. So the rule specifies the “specifics” of how and
hopes many times a tool will become free in the lot’s
current sector within 30 minutes that is a good match for
this lot. Obviously, if a fab is heavily loaded this is a
higher probability event. A fab that is only moderately
loaded could have a problem and the rule would need to be
manually changed.
A second common limitation involves the use of
rankings. Assume lots A, B, and C are behind schedule by
1.1, 1.2, and 4.8 days respectively. The lot C has the rank
of 1 (most behind) since it is 3.6 days worse off the lot B.
Alternatively if lot C was behind schedule by 1.3 days it
would still have the rank of 1, but it just barely worse off
(0.1 days) then lot B. Typically, heuristic dispatch will
work with the ranking and not be able make use of the
richer information about the magnitude of the difference.
Scheduling dispatch (mathematical optimization) will.

5 BASICS OF APPLYING MIP AND CP TO FAB
PRODUCTION SCHEDULING
“Our approach uses MIP and CP as components
in a special-purpose decomposition algorithm that iterates
alternately over the space and time dimensions. We call the
algorithm STARTS for Space-Time Allocation for RealTime Scheduling. To solve fab scheduling problems using
the STARTS algorithm, operational models must first be
defined in terms of variables, objectives and constraints.
During production operations, lot and equipment status
data from a fab manufacturing execution system (MES) are
continually sent to the STARTS scheduling software and
evaluated according to the defined model.
Conceptually, the scheduler begins by generating
variable values that satisfy all of the constraints (i.e. by
finding a feasible solution). When a feasible solution is
found, the scheduler evaluates the objective function using
these same values. If more than one feasible solution
exists, the STARTS algorithm continues to modify the
variables to improve the objective function. Feasible
solutions are compared until the optimal solution is
determined. It is central to the success of these methods
that the theories of MIP and CP allow the determination of
these ever-improving solutions by explicitly examining
only a very small fraction of the total number of feasible
solutions.
The optimal solution for a fab process area
schedule contains a list of lotstep assignments to specific
tools for a certain time horizon (usually 8 to 12 hours)
starting from the current time, with recommended start
times and expected finish times. This schedule can be
packaged as messages, database tables or files to be used
by a lot dispatcher and viewed in Gantt format.
The user controls the behavior or personality of
the solver by inputting preferences or priorities and
weights. For example, the user can set “preference” for
urgent lots (P1), throughput (P2), and total item time (P3).
For example, by setting P1 >> P2 >> P3, the
urgent_lot_assignment would be maximized first, then the
throughput, and, finally, the total_idle_time would be
minimized. In effect, this choice would rank the urgent-lot

4 WHAT MATHEMATICAL METHODS MAKES
THIS POSSIBLE?
The challenge, besides finding a quality solution, is finding
a quality solution fast. The requirement is the generation
of a complete solution in 60 seconds or less, which enables
an updated solution to be generated every 5 to 10 minutes.
Obviously, simple brute force of generating all or most
alternatives and evaluating is not going to the job done.
The key is the coordinated use of mixed integer
programming (MIP) from Operations Research and
constraint programming (CP) from computer science to
narrow and direct search.
MIP is well suited to resource allocation
applications and is used extensively to compute optimal
order fulfillment locations, crew-shift equipment
assignments, vehicle routes in transportation and
production plans for manufacturing. CP has been
successful in solving large combinatorial problems in the
areas of planning, scheduling, natural language processing
and DNA sequencing. CP techniques are a particularly
effective companion for MIP techniques in detailed
scheduling applications. Two fab examples are:
1. Two lots (A and B) with identical characteristics
(manufacturing activity, lot size), etc
1.1. Lot A is behind schedule and Lot B is ahead
1.1.1. Lot B will never go before Lot A
2. Mask W has “50 wafers life” left before maintenance.
2.1. Lots A, B, C, D, E (each with 25 wafers) require
mask W
2.1.1. Near term schedule will always be
limited to 2 out of 5 of these lots
For an overview of MIP see Wolsey (1998) and Williams
(1999). For an exposition of the fundamentals of CP see
Lustig and Puget (2001).
In spite of the widespread applications of
integrality-based techniques, up until as recently as the late
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objective higher than throughput, and throughput higher
than tool idle time. The priority values
illustrated by P1, P2, and P3 (above) can be tuned to
respond to changing operational goals. For example,
during a new fab ramp, the urgent lot assignment objective
may be ranked higher than the throughput objective in
order to support critical process or product development.
On the other hand, a fully-ramped production fab may rank
the throughput objective higher than other objectives in
order to meet critical production targets during high
seasonal demand periods.” (Bixby, Burda, and Miller
2006)
6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A set of critical fab metrics including throughput, cycle
time, hot lot cycle time and QTime lot conformance, with
secondary metrics including such measurements as batch
size and balance across tool sets, were analyzed to
determine the effectiveness of the solution. The scheduler
provided benefits in throughput, cycle times, and hot lot
performance, while automating managing of QTime lot
scheduling.
Additionally, the scheduling solution also
provided fab operations with improved visibility. FPO is
currently deployed in about ½ of the tools and most of the
critical tool sets.
The new optimization methods enable fabs to take
the next leap in dispatch scheduling. The biggest obstacle
is no longer technology, but social order.
"There is no more delicate matter to take in hand,
nor more dangerous to conduct, nor more doubtful of
success, than to step up as a leader in the introduction of
changes. For he who innovates will have for his enemies
all those who are well off under the existing order of
things, and only lukewarm support in those who might be
better off under the new.” (Niccolo Machiavelli)
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